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ABSTRACT 
 
In this study, we studied the complete lift of almost product, almost complex, almost contact and almost 
paracontact structures on a given manifold  to vector subbundle  of vector bundle . Moreover, we 
studied a correspondence between the integrability conditions of these structures on  and .  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The lift of geometrical objects, functions, vector fields, 

forms etc., defined on any manifold has an important 
role in differential geometry. Thus, we can generalize to 
differentiable structures on any manifold to its extensions. 
Recently, vertical and complete lifts of functions, vector 
fields, forms, connection and other tensor fields defined 
on any manifold  to vector subbundle  of vector bundle 

 has been obtained by Özkan [2], Özkan and Esin 
[3], Yıldırım and Esin [11]. Lifts of almost product, almost 
complex, almost contact and almost paracontact structures 

on any manifold  to its tangent bundle  are studied by  
 
 
 
Omran, Sharffuddin and Husain [1], Sasaki [5], Yano and 
Ishihara [8, 9], Yano and Kobayashi [10]. 
 
The complete lift of structure on any manifold  to 
vector subbundle  is studied by Özkan and Keçilio lu [4]. 
In the present paper, we have studied the complete lifts of 
almost product, almost complex, almost contact and almost 
paracontact structure to vector subbundle  of vector 
bundle . Also, we obtained integrability conditions 
in the vector subbundle . 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 

 
Let �  be an � 	dimensional differentiable manifold of 
class �∞ , �
�, �� , ��  its tangent bundle and ��, �, �� 
vector bundle with the base space �. Let ��, ��� be a local 
coordinate system on � and �������, �� , ��� be induced 
local coordinate system on � defined by ����� = �� ������ 
and � = �������  for all � ∈ ������, where 1 ≤ � ≤ �, 
1 ≤ � ≤ � and ��, . . . , �! are adapted sections. In particular 
for � = 
�, we consider induced local coordinate system 
��������, �� , "�� on 
�  as �� = �� �������  and "���� =
#����� for all 		� ∈ ������. 
 
Let dim� = � + �  and � ≥ � . We denote a surjective 
vector bundle morphism 	*+: � → 
� where �� ∘ 	*+ = �. 
Then there are the components /�� �0� such that 	*+��� =
/�� �0��� 1

12345
 (if � ∈ �5 = ����0� , 0 ∈ � ) for any 

� ∈ � . Thus 	*+6�� , ��7 = 6�� , /�� ��7  and its clear that 

8��9:/�� �0�; = � [11]. 
 
Let ��  be a vector subbundle of vector bundle � such that 

�� = <0{>� , ?@: 1 ≤ � ≤ �, 1 ≤ A ≤ �} ⊂ 
�  and 

∗�� = <0{#�� , ?@∗: 1 ≤ � ≤ �, 1 ≤ A ≤ �} ⊂ 
∗�  where 

>� = 1
123 	 EF

@Γ�
F?@ , ?@ = /�@

1
1GH , ?@∗ = EF

@/�
F#�� , Γ�

F =
1IH

J

123 ��, KE�
@L = �//M��� and KEN�

OL = //M  [4]. 

 
Let P, Q and � be a vector field, a 1-form and a tensor 
field of type �1,1�  in � , respectively. We denote 
respectively by PG, QG and �G their vertical lifts to vector 
bundle ��  and by PR , QR  and �R  their complete lifts to 
vector bundle �� . Then we know from [2, 3, 4, 11] that:  

QG�PG� = 0, QG�PR� = 6Q�P�7G,
QRPG = �QP�G, QR PR = �QP�R ,
�GPG = 0, �GPR = ��P�G,
�RPG = ��P�G, �RPR = ��P�R ,
KPG, TGL = 0, KPG, TRL = KP, TLG,
KPR, TGL = KP, TLG, KPR , TRL = KP, TLR

 (1) 

 and  
�� + U�G = �G + UG ,
�� ⊗ U�G = �G ⊗ UG ,
�� + U�R = �R + UR ,
�� ⊗ U�R = �R ⊗ UG + �G ⊗ UR .

 (2) 

where P ∈ ℑ*
����, Q ∈ ℑ�

*���, �, U ∈ ℑ�
����. 

 
Theorem 2.1. ([4]) If ?�X� is a polynomial in one variable 
X, then 

?��R� = 6?���7R
 (3) 

for any � ∈ ℑ�
����.  

 
Let �, U ∈ ℑ�

����. Then the torsion tensor YZ,[  of � and 
U is, by definition, a tensor field of type �1,2� given by 
2YZ,[�P, T� = K�P, UTL + KUP, �TL 

 +��U + U��KP, TL 
 	�KUP, TL 	 �KP, UTL 

 	UK�P, TL 	 UKP, �TL 
where P and T are arbitrary vector fields in � [9]. For this 
tensor we have 
 
Theorem 2.2. ([4]) Let �, U ∈ ℑ�

����. Then 

6YZ,[7R = YZ],[]. 
 
Let � ∈ ℑ�����. Then the Nijenhuis tensor YZ  of �  is a 
tensor field of type �1,2� defined by 
YZ = YZ,Z 
that is, 
YZ�P, T� = K�P, �TL 	 �K�P, TL 
 	�KP, �TL + �^KP, TL 
for any P, T ∈ ℑ*

����. As a corollary to Theorem 2.2, we 
have 
 
Theorem 2.3. For any � ∈ ℑ�

���� 
�YZ�R = YZ] 				. (4) 
 
3. COMPLETE LIFT OF ALMOST PRODUCT 

STRUCTURE 
 
Let � be an �-dimensional differentiable manifold of class 
�∞. � ∈ ℑ�

���� satisfies the condition �^ 	 + = 0 where + 
denotes the unit tensor, we say that �  defines an almost 
product structure on �. We know that the integrability of � 
is equivalent to the vanishing of the Nijenhuis tensor YZ  [7]. 
 
From (3), we have 
��^ 	 +�R = ��R�^ 	 +. 
Thus �^ 	 + = 0 if and only if ��R�^ 	 + = 0. It shows that 
if �  is an almost product structure in �  then �R  is an 
almost product structure in �� . Moreover, by (4), we get that 
�R is integrable in ��  if and only if � is integrable in �. 
Thus we have 
 
Theorem 3.1. For � ∈ ℑ�

���� , �R  defines an almost 
product structure on �� , if and only if so does �  on � . 
Moreover, �R is integrable in �� , if and only if so is � in 
�.  

 
4. COMPLETE LIFT OF ALMOST COMPLEX 

STRUCTURE 
 
Let � be a tensor field of type �1,1� on an �-dimensional 
differentiable manifold � such that  
�^ + + = 0 (5) 
where + denotes the unit tensor. Such a structure on � is 
called an almost complex structure on � which defined by 
�. We say that � is integrable if the Nijenhuis tensor of  � 
is identically equal to zero [9]. 
 
Taking the complete lifts of both sides of (5), by (3), we get  
��R�^ + + = 0. 
If � is an almost complex structure in �, then �R is also an 
almost complex structure in �� . Also, by (4), we get that �_ 
is integrable in ��  if and only if � is integrable in �. Thus 
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we have the following: 
 

Theorem 4.1. For � ∈ ℑ�
���� , �R  defines an almost 

complex structure on �� , if and only if so does � on �. �R 
is integrable in �� , if and only if so is � in �.  

 
Let there be given a distribution 
 of dimension 8 in �. 
Suppose that 
 is determined by a projection tensor X, i.e., 
X  is an element of ℑ�

����  such that X^ = X , X�
�� = 
 
and X is of rank 8 [9]. 
 
Taking account of X^ = X and (3), we obtain �XR�^ = XR , 
i.e., the complete lift XR  of the projection tensor X  is a 
projection tensor in �� . By [4], the XR is of rank 28, since X 
is of rank 8 . The 28 -dimensional distribution 
R  in ��  
determined by the projection tensor XR  is called the 
complete lift of the distribution 
. 
 
The distribution 
 is integrable if and only if we get  
AKXP, XTL = 0 (6) 
for any P, T ∈ ℑ*

���� , where A = + 	 X  is the projection 
tensor complementary to X [9]. Hence from (1) and (6) we 
obtain 
ARKXRPR, XRTRL = 0 (7) 
for any P, T ∈ ℑ*

����, where AR = �+ 	 X�R = + 	 XR is the 
projection tensor complementary to XR. Thus the conditions 
(6) and (7) are equivalent to each other. Consequently we get 

 
Theorem 4.2. The complete lift 
R of a distribution 
 in ��  
is integrable if and only if so is 
 in �.  
 
5. COMPLETE LIFT OF ALMOST CONTACT 

STRUCTURE 
 

Let � be an �-dimensional differentiable manifold of class 
�∞ equipped with a tensor field � of type �1,1�, a vector 
field ` and a 1-form a satisfying 
�^ = 	+ + a ⊗ ` , �` = 0,
a ∘ � = 0 , a�`� = 1.

 (8) 

where + denotes the unit tensor. Then ��, `, a� is called an 
almost contact structure on � and � is necessarily odd [5, 
6, 9]. 
 
Taking the complete and vertical lifts of (8), from (1) and (2) 
we get 
��R�^ = 	+ + aG ⊗ `R + aR ⊗ `G

�R`G = 0, �G`R = 0, �R`R = 0,
aG ∘ �R = 0, aR ∘ �G = 0,
aR ∘ �R = 0, aG�`R� = 1,
aR�`G� = 1, aR�`R� = 0.

 (9) 

 
We now define a �1,1� tensor field �� on ��  by 
�� = �R + aG ⊗ `G 	 aR ⊗ `R . (10) 
 
From (9) and (10), we have 
��^PG = 	PG , ��^PR = 	PR. 
 

Thus �� is an almost complex structure in ��. 
 

Theorem 5.1. If an almost contact structure ��, `, a�  is 
given in � defined by (8) , then there exist in ��  an almost 
complex structure �� defined by (10).  

 
We obtained from (10) 
��PG = ��P�G 	 �aP�G`R 
��PR = ��P�R + �aP�G`G 	 �aP�R`R. 
for any P ∈ ℑ*

����. 
 

6. COMPLETE LIFT OF ALMOST PARACONTACT 

STRUCTURE 
 

Let � be an �-dimensional differentiable manifold of class 
�∞ equipped with a tensor field � of type �1,1�, a vector 
field ` and a 1-form a satisfying 
�^ = + 	 a ⊗ ` , �` = 0,
a ∘ � = 0 , a�`� = 1

 (11) 

where + denotes the unit tensor. Then ��, `, a� is called an 
almost paracontact structure on � [1]. 
 
Taking the complete and vertical lifts of both sides of (11), 
by (1) and (2) we obtain 
��R�^ = + 	 aG ⊗ `R 	 aR ⊗ `G

�R`G = 0, �G`R = 0, �R`R = 0,
aG ∘ �R = 0, aR ∘ �G = 0,
aR ∘ �R = 0, aG�`R� = 1,
aR�`G� = 1, aR�`R� = 0.

 (12) 

 
We now define a �1,1� tensor field �� on ��  by 
�� = �R + aG ⊗ `G + aR ⊗ `R . (13) 
 
From (12) and (13), we have 
��^PG = PG , ��^PR = PR . 
Thus �� is an almost product structure in ��. 

 
Theorem 6.1. If an almost paracontact structure ��, `, a� is 
given in � defined by (11), then there exist in ��  an almost 
product structure �� defined by (13).  

 
We obtained from (13) 
��PG = ��P�G + �aP�G`R 
��PR = ��P�R + �aP�G`G + �aP�R`R. 
for any P ∈ ℑ*

����. 
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